The. S matrix for central NN interactions is represented in the s wave as a rational function of k. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of the complexity of the NN interaction, much effort has been devoted to seeking simpler, yet realistic, ways of representing potentials. ' It has been known for several decades now that S matrices rational in k lead to relatively simple procedures to construct central local potentials, known as Bargmann potentials, and even noncentral potentials. ' More recent work has shown how rational S matrices can easily be constructed to correspond to central potentials of short range or to experimentally derived phase shifts.
Accurate 7 fits of numerical values of the scattering function G(k)=k cot(50) are the cornerstone of such constructions, 'which are in essence interpolations. In such a manner, the energy dependence of phase shifts is reduced to just a few polynomial coefficients. "' With the use of the Marchenko equations, constructions of local potentials that accurately reproduce the 'So S matrix for k &0 can then be performed. Finding an analytic s wave separable potential from a rational S matrix can be done very simply, without the necessity of performing integrations.
In this paper we specialize to central local potentials and s states. In particular, we focus on potentials of the form V(r)= I C(a)e "da which we refer to as Yukawa-type potentials. These con- is defined by
A special normalization is chosen both for u(a) and P(a):
u(a)~s in(kr+ so) = -P(a) .
(3.5) 
